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Meeting between Elisabetta SIRACUSA and the French Fédération
Nationale des Syndicats d'Exploitants Agricoles (FNSEA) on Friday
6 February 2015
Elisabetta SIRACUSA (CAB-HOGAN)4
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INTRODUCTION
Ms Siracusa recalled that the Commissioner's schedule did not permit him to accept
the invitation to attend the annual meeting of the FNSEA, in March. However, the
Commissioner would visit the Paris agricultural show, likely on Sunday 22
February. The Commissioner was eager to meet French farmers and to listen to their
views first-hand on this occasion. In addition, Ms Siracusa recalled that, while it
was too early to tell, if compatible with his agenda the Commissioner could consider
attending the annual meeting of the FNSEA the following year, in 2016, for the 70TH
anniversary of the union.

2.

FIRST ALLOCATION OF PAYMENT ENTITLEMENTS FOR NEW LEASEHOLDERS
expressed concern about the implementation of the new rules on Direct
Payments. In particular, these concerns relate to the consequences of the application
of Articles 20 and 21 of Regulation (EU) No 639/2014 (private contract clauses in
case of sale or lease). In certain specific cases, in his view farmers would not benefit
from the historic reference of the farmer formerly farming the land transferred.
Ms Siracusa said the direct payments legislation covered many different situations.
In addition, Commission services had corresponded with Member States' authorities
on different cases which might occur. These replies were available to all Member
States. In particular, MS were given indications of the implications of land transfers
during this transitional period. Ms Siracusa recalled that questions by national
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authorities related to transfer of entitlements, which can be quite complicated
technically, can be addressed in writing to Commission services.

3.

PAYMENTS TO AREAS FACING NATURAL OR OTHER SPECIFIC CONSTRAINTS
The visitors emphasised the difficulties of meeting the new rules for granting
payments to farmers in mountain areas and other areas facing natural or other
specific constraints. In particular, they evoked two criteria used in the past: the share
of the agricultural land within areas facing natural constraints and farmers' age.
They feared that this would impact on the availability of agricultural land for young
farmers to start an agricultural activity in those areas.
Ms Siracusa recalled that discussions were ongoing between Commission services
and French authorities.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW CAP: GREENING AND RDPS
MMI mentioned the difficulties for farmers as regards their farming choices
caused by the delay of RDPs approval and the lack of replies concerning certain
provisions related to the greening (equivalence scheme notified by FR).
Ms Siracusa recalled the procedure to approve MS RDPs. Concerning the
equivalence scheme, Ms Siracusa indicated that the matter was under scrutiny. The
visitors expressed the hope that the timing of the Commission's decision would be
soon.

5.

SIMPLIFICATION
^II^B^said CAP simplification was essential for French farmers. He asked for
clarifications on the time schedule and the scope of this exercise as foreseen by the
Commissioner.
Ms Siracusa said simplification was a high priority for the Commissioner in 2015
and added that policy-making needed also to ensure stability and predictability.
Commissioner Hogan had made many statements on simplification illustrating his
intentions. Ms Siracusa highlighted some elements of the work on simplification,
including the need to proceed without putting the effectiveness and the sound
financial management of the policy at risk. She recalled the previous Commission's
commitment to review the rules on Ecological Focus Area (within the current policy
framework) after the first year of implementation. The opportunity would also be
seized to simplify, if appropriate, other Commission rules, such as market measures.
Ms Siracusa recalled the importance for all stakeholders to contribute to the
simplification exercise considering in particular that input stemming from the direct
experience of farmers would be very helpful. In this context, the contribution of
FNSEA as of all other stakeholders and farmers' organisations would be welcome.
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